A new therapy for refractory partial epilepsy: current shunt.
A large number of epileptic patients suffer from refractory epilepsy, despite optimal treatment; thus these patients require new therapeutic approaches. Focal seizure activity is typically initiated in a fixed and localized region, which subsequently spreads to neighboring regions or more distant areas. At the initial onset of a seizure, the epileptic discharge will generate a relatively high voltage in seizure focus, and the discharge subsequently spreads to other relatively low-voltage regions. However, it is unknown whether seizure can be controlled through current shunt using a conduction microelectrode to conduct the epileptic discharge with a relatively high voltage in the seizure focus outside the brain. The current therapies for epilepsy, including drugs, resective surgery and neuromodulation, focus on inhibiting abnormal excessive or synchronous neuronal activity to control seizures; thus, the basic mechanism underlying these therapies is "inhibition". In contrast, we proposed a "conduction" mechanism, whereby a current shunt with conduction electrode is used to control seizures. To our knowledge, this therapeutic strategy has not been previously reported, and we propose that this approach might be an alternative choice for the treatment of refractory partial epilepsy in the future.